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Introduction: Corpus-based legal translation studies

Advances in Corpus Linguistics have become increasingly popular in Translation Studies since the mid-1990s (see e.g. Baker 1993, 1995; Laviosa 2002; Olohan 2004; Zanettin 2012), leading to what is known as Corpus-Based Translation Studies. This trend, which has been facilitated by software developments and the digitalization of large volumes of text, can be associated with the “technological turn” in Translation Studies (Cronin 2010) and a pronounced shift towards “datafication” and empiricism (Snell-Hornby 2006, 114). Research into legal and institutional translation, and legal discourses more broadly, has not been an exception. The interdisciplinary field of Legal Translation Studies (LTS) has, in the same period,
witnessed a marked expansion characterized by growing scope, thematic diversification and methodological sophistication (Biel 2017; Prieto Ramos 2014a). As noted by Biel and Engberg (2013, 5), corpus-based methodologies stand out in this context as the “most frequently represented” approach.

Given the focus of translation on text, it is no surprise that research in this field has benefited from the development of new tools to analyze discourse features and patterns. Already in the early 2000s, Bhatia et al. (2004, 203) described corpus-based studies as “so popular that one rarely finds a textual study without the use of computerized corpora.” What has clearly evolved since then, apart from the popularity of these approaches, is their degree of rigor and detail, enriching analyses of translation issues with more empirical data.

Nowadays, in legal and institutional translation, as in other areas of translation, corpora are not only designed for research, but are often employed to support translation practice and training as well (see e.g. Biel 2018; Monzó Nebot 2008; Pontrandolfo 2012). Corpus-based approaches are yielding new insights into legal discourses and translation practices in multiple languages and jurisdictions. While comparable corpora (i.e. sets of monolingual texts compiled according to the same criteria) are frequently used to describe cross-linguistic variation and translated text features as opposed to non-translated text conventions (e.g. Biel 2014; Mori 2018; Vanden Bulcke 2013), parallel corpora (i.e. sets of source texts and their translations) prevail in the analysis of translation decision-making and quality (e.g. Prieto Ramos and Guzmán 2018; Simonnæs and Whittaker 2013; Trklja and McAuliffe 2018). Mixed corpus design, combining both types of corpora, may also be relevant to integrate the examination of source texts into the cross-linguistic analysis of patterns (see e.g. Biel 2016). Despite the proliferation of corpus-based studies in the field and the growing availability of resources developed by public institutions, a review of legal corpora reveals several persistent gaps, namely:

- Parallel corpora are significantly scarcer, particularly multilingual corpora (see e.g. Pontrandolfo 2012, 133), for which corpus analysis software is underdeveloped (see e.g. Cerutti 2017 for a recent analysis of concordancers for a trilingual corpus in the framework of the LETRINT project).

- Corpora for inter-systemic legal translation are uncommon, especially in the case of lesser-used languages, which is in line with the traditional preeminence

1. “Legal Translation in International Institutional Settings: Scope, Strategies and Quality Markers”, led by Fernando Prieto Ramos and supported by the Swiss National Science Foundation through a Consolidator Grant.
of major European languages in LTS (see Biel 2018, 34; Biel and Engberg 2013, 2).

- The traditional focus on legislative genres in LTS (see Biel 2016, 199; Prieto Ramos 2014a, 265), together with the difficulty of accessing private law documents, have resulted in fewer accessible corpora of non-legislative genres.

In an attempt to partially fill these gaps and illustrate the dynamism and usefulness of corpus-based approaches in LTS, seven research projects have been selected to form this specialized volume on Corpus-Based LTS (or CBLTS), including corpus-based and corpus-driven studies on legal and institutional translation. These projects are considered representative of the development of LTS beyond legislative translation, including: bilingual inter-systemic translation and international multilingual translation contexts, public and private law documents, less explored languages in LTS such as Portuguese and Thai, and authors from Europe, Latin America and Asia. The advantages and challenges of using different types of corpora (comparable or parallel; monolingual, bilingual or multilingual) and analytical methods are explicitly addressed by these authors in the light of their research aims.

We will describe the main features of the relevant corpora focusing on methodological issues of corpus compilation and analysis, with a view to identifying commonalities and potential correlations between research goals and quantitative and qualitative features of corpora in this field. Corpora will therefore be regarded here not only as instrumental to research, but also as an important object of study itself, which reflects the long-debated question of the disciplinary status of Corpus Linguistics (see e.g. McEnery et al. 2006, 7–8). In fact, the instrumentality of an area of study to adjacent fields of research is not alien to LTS, as comparative legal analysis also plays a key instrumental role in legal translation.

2. In this paper, by analogy with “Corpus-Based Translation Studies,” references to “corpus-based” studies will be used as an overarching denomination including “corpus-driven” approaches (see distinction e.g. in Tognini-Bonelli 2001, 84: respectively, using a selection of examples “to support linguistic argument or to validate a theoretical statement,” as opposed to fully adapting statements to “the evidence provided by the corpus”).

3. The majority were presented at the Transius International Conference on Legal and Institutional Translation held in Geneva in June 2018 (http://transius.unige.ch/en/conferences-and-seminars/tc18/cfp/).
Tailoring corpus design to research goals: A comparative overview

The first four studies of the volume use corpora or sub-corpora of legal texts of EU or international jurisdictions (including monolingual and parallel corpora), while the remaining three focus on corpora at national level, either for inter-systemic (UK-Portugal and USA-Peru comparable corpora) or intra-systemic translation (Swiss parallel corpus). The main features of all these corpora are summarized in Table 1, and will be compared in this Section, including research purposes, genre, translation context, languages and jurisdictions involved, time span, size and sources.

In the first part, Katia Peruzzo’s study employs a monolingual corpus composed of 16 texts (ECtHR-IT). The design of this corpus responds to the specific aims of her research in developing a methodology for extracting loan words that refer to Italian legal concepts and institutions in judgments delivered by the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) in English, and analyzing the techniques applied to convey such system-bound concepts in the target language. Drawing on the classification of legal terminology in international institutional settings proposed by Prieto Ramos (2014b), the author illustrates how national legal concepts are not infrequent in these settings and often call for the combination of translation techniques rather than a stand-alone borrowing of the original term.

Mali Satthachai and Dorothy Kenny focus on another key area of legal translation: legislative genres. This study, the first of its kind on English-Thai translation in LTS, delves into the distinctive features of translation of deontic modality into Thai by presenting a comparative analysis of a parallel corpus of international treaties translated from English and a monolingual corpus of original Thai legislative texts (Thai-LEG). Following Biel’s (2014) concepts of equivalence and textual fit, their inter-linguistic and intra-linguistic comparisons reveal, among other findings, that modal verbs are overrepresented in translation into Thai compared with non-translated texts.

In a similar vein but at a larger scale, Łucja Biel, Dariusz Koźbial and Katarzyna Wasilewska explore the formulaicity (understood as high-frequency multi-word sequences according to Biber and Barbieri 2007) of EU translations into Polish in four institutional genres (legislation, judgments, reports and websites). They analyze several parallel corpora of EU translated texts and comparable Polish monolingual corpora from national sources compiled as part of the Polish EUROLECT project (Biel 2016). The study confirms a significant correlation between formulaicity and genres, a higher formulaicity of EU Polish translations (with formulaic profiles of their own) as opposed to non-translations, and a limited overlap of bundles between the two.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors and research aims</th>
<th>Corpus name * and type</th>
<th>Genre and translation context</th>
<th>Languages and jurisdictions</th>
<th>Time span</th>
<th>Size and sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

* Corpora without a proper name will be given one for ease of reference in this study. They are marked with an asterisk.
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With their focus fixed on the methodology of the far-reaching LETRINT project (see footnote 1), Fernando Prieto Ramos, Giorgina Cerutti and Diego Guzmán describe the challenges of developing multiple sets of comparable and parallel corpora to define the scope of international institutional translation (as exemplified by the EU, the UN and the WTO), and to analyze the discourse features and translation patterns and quality of legal genres in the three common languages of these settings (English, French and Spanish). In order to ensure representativeness of sampling frames of law-making, implementation monitoring and adjudication genres, a multi-layered sequential approach to corpus-building was tailored to the LETRINT research aims, starting with a full mapping and categorization of institutional texts from a legal perspective, followed by an innovative combination of stratified sampling techniques integrating quantitative and qualitative criteria. These criteria are made explicit and traceable in selection records for the sake of transparency and enhanced re-usability.

In the second part of the volume, entirely devoted to national legal settings, Mary Ann Monteagudo Medina exploits a corpus of 104 business incorporation documents from the United States and Peru (INC-US-Per) to analyze denominative variation for the purposes of English-Spanish translation. After contextualizing the relevant genres in each legal system, the author highlights significant asymmetries, including terminological variants that are specific to certain American states or types of business organization.

In the following paper, Tereza Passos e Sousa Marques Afonso and Maria do Céu Henriques de Bastos adopt a similar approach to compare the system-bound characteristics of powers of attorney in England, Wales and Northern Ireland, and their closest corresponding genre in Portugal, procuração. More specifically, they outline the legal framework and typical structure of these genres, and then focus on terminological extraction from their two monolingual comparable corpora (PoA-UK-P) in order to illustrate the application of translation techniques in cases of conceptual asymmetry.

Finally, Annarita Felici and Cornelia Griebel investigate language clarity in a parallel, trilingual and intra-systemic corpus (INSU-CH) that comprises the French, German and Italian versions of ten leaflets on old-age and survivor’s insurance and disability insurance published by the Swiss authorities. Following plain language guidelines, they measured readability using indices and syntactic tagging, and triangulated the results with a more qualitative analysis of linguistic problems that point to gaps in plain communication. These problems, for which the authors suggest text simplifications, are generally reproduced in all language versions, as translations seem to be conditioned by the complexity of applicable legal requirements and the need to preserve an identical brochure layout.
Concluding remarks

Our comparative analysis of contemporary applications of corpus-based approaches to research in legal and institutional translation studies confirms the tremendous value of these methodologies for meeting research needs in LTS. As in other strands of translation research, the validity of results can be compromised if corpus-building and corpus-querying parameters are not adequately addressed, in particular to ensure the relevance, representativeness and balance of corpus components. In the case of LTS, as illustrated by the projects selected for this special issue, corpus-building parameters must integrate legal considerations and the situational factors that condition legal translation and drafting practices.

More specifically, corpus designers in this area must contextualize specific genres in their jurisdictions and branches of law, and determine their connections through inter- or intra-systemic translation or co-drafting, whether at national or international level. As noted by Koester (2010, 67), familiarity with the context is expected of specialized corpus compilers and analysts in order to balance quantitative and qualitative dimensions. In an interdisciplinary area characterized by a high variability of translation scenarios and a remarkable diversity of communicative settings and genres, this contextualization is as crucial for research design as it is for legal and institutional translation methodologies themselves.

While the above applies to all the corpora examined, the papers collected in this volume also confirm that the challenges of corpus design and compilation are relative to the scope and level of ambition of each research project. The broader the area of investigation and the aspirations for generalization, the more complex (and the riskier) the definition of corpus sampling criteria that will ultimately underpin the acceptability of the research findings. For example, whereas corpora built for the purposes of case studies on specific genre conventions, terminology or translation techniques (ECtHR-IT, INC-US-Per, PoA-UK-P and INSU-CH) include between 16 and 104 texts, and between 14,564 and 227,393 tokens, larger-scale projects on entire settings of institutional translation (PL EUROLECT and LETRINT) required the compilation of multi-genre, multi-million-word corpora, as well as more nuance about genre representativeness and text selection methods. In the latter case, corpus-tailoring even demanded an unprecedented combination of stratified sampling techniques. Finally, mid-way along this spectrum, generalizations on modality in Thai translated legislative texts were supported by the comparative analysis of a parallel corpus and a monolingual corpus (Thai-LEG) of a combined size of more than 1.5 million tokens.

Overall, the above corpora, all fit for their research purposes, show that the value and methodological soundness of specialized corpora are not just a matter of size but also, crucially, of qualitative properties in the light of research aims,
and they necessarily entail “a marriage of perfection and pragmatism” (McEnery et al. 2006, 73). It is hoped that the methods outlined in this volume will stimulate greater rigor and further innovation in the application of corpus-based approaches for the sake of quality and traceability of research into legal and other specialized translation.
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